Name of the Tool

Handbook of Translation Studies Online

Home Page

Logo

URL

https://benjamins.com/online/hts/

Subject
Translating and interpreting-- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Accessibility

On subscription

Language

English

Publisher

John Benjamins Publishing Company

Brief History

John Benjamins Publishing Company is an independent, family-owned academic
publisher headquartered in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. This company offers an
academic publishing program in Linguistics, Translation Studies and Terminology,
Psychology, Philosophy, Literary Studies, Art and Art History. Handbook of
Translation Studies Online (HTS) was first published by John Benjamins
Publishers. From September 2012 it is available in online. Some of its other online
publications are Handbook of Terminology Online, Handbook of Translation

Studies Online, Bibliography of Pragmatics Online, Translation Studies
Bibliography, Bibliography of Metaphor and Metonymy.

Scope and Coverage

It interpreting and providing easy access to a large range of topics, traditions, and
methods to a relatively broad audience: not only students who often adamantly
prefer such user-friendliness, researchers and lecturers in Translation Studies,
Translation & Interpreting professionals; but also scholars and experts from other
disciplines (among which linguistics, sociology, history, psychology).

Kind of Information

The HTS aims at disseminating knowledge about translation. In addition the HTS
addresses any of those with a professional or personal interest in the problems of
translation, interpreting, localization, editing, etc., such as communication
specialists, journalists, literary critics, editors, public servants, business managers,
(intercultural) organization specialists, media specialists, marketing professionals.
The handbook adds translations of individual entries in several other world
languages, mostly in collaboration with translation departments worldwide. All the
articles are provided with lots of references and are linked with related articles.

Special Features
 The handbook has interconnection with the selection and organization
principles of the online Translation Studies Bibliography (TSB). The
taxonomy of the TSB has been partly applied to the selection of entries for
the HTS. Moreover, many items in the reference lists are hyperlinked to the
TSB, where the user can find an abstract of a publication.
 All articles are written by specialists in the different subfields and are peerreviewed.
 The usability, accessibility and flexibility of the HTS depend on the
commitment of people who agree that Translation Studies does matter. All
users are therefore invited to share their feedback.
 If one is interested in producing or coordinating translations of the HTS
entries or if one has additional questions, then he or she contacts the
editorial team at hts@kuleuven.be.
 The HTS is variously searchable: by article, by author, by subject.

Arrangement Pattern

All the articles are arranged in alphabetic order according to the title of those
articles. The articles can be accessed from title index available under the heading
“Handbook” in left side of the page. One can also access the translated articles in
other languages, like Arabic, French, German, Japanese, Polish, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish, and Ukrainian from the “Handbook” heading.

Remarks
As a meaningful manifestation of how institutionalized the discipline has become,
the Handbook of Translation Studies (HTS) is most welcome. The Handbook is
published in English and have started to add translations of individual entries to the
online edition in the following languages: Arabic, Chinese, French, German,
Japanese, Persian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Turkish and Ukrainian.

Comparable Tools

 The Oxford Handbook of Translation Studies
(http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/view/10.1093/
oxfordhb/9780199239306.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199239306)
 The Routledge Handbook of Translation Studies
(https://www.routledgehandbooks.com/doi/10.4324/9780203102893)
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